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Abstract—Sports video annotation is important for sports video
semantic analysis such as event detection and personalization.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for sports video semantic annotation and personalized retrieval. Different from the
state of the art sports video analysis methods which heavily rely
on audio/visual features, the proposed approach incorporates
web-casting text into sports video analysis. Compared with previous approaches, the contributions of our approach include the
following. 1) The event detection accuracy is significantly improved
due to the incorporation of web-casting text analysis. 2) The proposed approach is able to detect exact event boundary and extract
event semantics that are very difficult or impossible to be handled
by previous approaches. 3) The proposed method is able to create
personalized summary from both general and specific point of
view related to particular game, event, player or team according to
user’s preference. We present the framework of our approach and
details of text analysis, video analysis, text/video alignment, and
personalized retrieval. The experimental results on event boundary
detection in sports video are encouraging and comparable to the
manually selected events. The evaluation on personalized retrieval
is effective in helping meet users’ expectations.
Index Terms—Annotation, event detection, personalized retrieval, sports video analysis, summarization.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

E ARE SEEING an explosive proliferation of multimedia
content made available on broadcast and Internet. There
is also an increasing need for its ubiquitous access, anytime and
anywhere, and over a wide variety of receiving devices. The
dazzling array of standardization activities like DVB (Digital
Video Broadcasting)-S/T/H, DMB (Digital Multimedia Broadcasting), H.264, MHP (Multimedia Home Platform), etc., and the
suite of multimedia-enabled software/devices, e.g. iPod, TiVo,
iMode-phones, DVB-Set-top-boxes, etc., bear true testimony
to this need. While delivery and playback of media is essentially a reality today, significant challenges nonetheless remain:
1) device/software compatibility, 2) advanced video coding (to
squeeze more with less), and 3) video summarization and
personalized retrieval. Our contributions in this paper lie in 3).
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It is clear that when accessing lengthy, voluminous video programs, the ability to access highlights/summaries and to skip
the less interesting parts of the videos will save not only the
viewer’s time, but also data downloading/airtime costs if the
viewer receives videos wirelessly from remote servers. Moreover, it would be very attractive if users can access and view
the content based on their own preferences. However, currently
there is no such a product or service that is able to automatically
create personalized content.
For example, one can either watch the full-length sports
broadcast recorded on his TiVo box, or watch the summarized
highlights from the same broadcaster one day later. If a sports
fan is unable to catch the live action on TV, his/her only means
of keeping informed is via multimedia message service (MMS)
subscription. The MMS of the crucial highlights can only be
received during the half-time breaks or after the game, since
video post-editing is still done manually in the studio. Even if
these MMS alerts can be expedited, the mode of transmission
is still one-to-many, and clearly unable to meet some viewers’
appetites who may only be interested in the events related to
particular player or team.
To realize the above scenario, the source video has to be
tagged with semantic labels. These labels must not only be broad
to cover the general events in the video, e.g. goals scored, nearmisses, fouls in soccer, but also have to be sufficiently deep to
cover the semantics of the events, e.g. names of the players involved. This is a very challenging problem, and would require
a multimodal and multicontext approach.
Going beyond mere playback, we envision that rich media
will take center-stage and play a bigger role in our daily lives.
Media consumption is no longer just passively watching, but
actively engaging. Therefore, the availability of automatic tools
to semantically annotate videos and generate personalized
summaries from various broadcast videos is of great value and
highly demanded by the consumers.
In this paper, we present a novel framework for semantic annotation, indexing and retrieval of sports video. In the framework, we incorporate web-casting text analysis, broadcast sports
video analysis, and text/video alignment to extract event semantics and detect event boundaries, which are important components for sports video annotation, indexing, and retrieval. In
particular, we use soccer and basketball games as our initial
target because they are not only globally popular sports but
also present many challenges for video analysis due to their
loose and dynamic structures compared with other sports such
as tennis. Since the proposed framework is generic, we believe
our approach can be extended to other sports domains.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work
on sports video analysis is reviewed in Section II. The proposed
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framework and its advantages are described in Section III. The
technical details of sports video annotation and indexing using
web-casting text and broadcast video analysis and alignment are
presented in Section IV. A question answering technique to support personalized sports video retrieval is proposed in Section V.
Experimental results are reported in Section VI. We conclude
the paper with future work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Extensive research efforts have been devoted to sports video
analysis in recent years due to their wide viewership and huge
commercial potentials. In this section, we give a brief review of
related work on sports video annotation, indexing, event detection and summarization and point out the research challenges in
these areas.
A. Sports Video Annotation and Indexing
The ever increasing amount of multimedia information
makes manual annotation extremely time-consuming and expensive. Since humans tend to use high-level semantic concepts
when querying and browsing multimedia database, there is
an increasing need for automatic semantic video annotation,
indexing and retrieval. Related work on sports video annotation
can be classified into structure based annotation, event based
annotation and ontology based annotation.
Since sports video follows certain production rules when it
is broadcasted, the structure information (i.e., frames/shots)
and the semantic information (i.e., plays/breaks) obtained from
the structure can be used to annotate sports video. Various
approaches have been proposed for sports video structure
analysis both at frame level and shot level. For frame-level
analysis of sports video, Ekin et al. [1] proposed a heuristic
approach to classify frames/shots of sports video into far,
medium and close-up views and further annotate the shot
as play or break event based on two learned thresholds: the
minimum long shot length that refers to a play event and
the allowable play event time between two long shot of play
events. Xu et al. [2] classified frames of soccer video into
global, zoom-in and close-up views using domain specific
features (i.e., grass-area-ration) and segmented plays/breaks
from frame-based label sequences based on the duration of all
view segments and a voting rule. Xie et al. [3] further improved
the approach in [2] by incorporating hidden Markov models
for play/break segmentation. Zhong and Chang [4] used simple
color-based approach to detect structure of tennis video. In
addition to frame-level analysis, shot-level sports video parsing
and semantic annotation approaches have also been proposed.
Tan et al. [5] employed camera motion to classify wide-angle
and close-up shots in basketball video and detect events such as
fast breaks, full court advances and shots at the basket. Ngo et
al. [6] used histograms to represent motion and color features
from shots and exploited a hierarchical approach to aggregate
shots with similar low-level visual features. Duan et al. [7]
employed supervised learning to perform a top-down semantic
shot classification in sports video. The supervised learning
procedure is constructed on the basis of effective mid-level
representations [8] instead of exhaustive low-level features.

Since events are important components in sports video, they
can be used to semantically annotate sports video. Various approaches have been proposed for automatic event detection in
sports video. We will review related work in the next subsection.
Both structure based and event based approaches for semantic video annotation are challenging due to the difficulty
of high-level semantic information extraction from broadcast
video content using computer vision and image processing
techniques. Therefore, in order to annotate video more semantically, ontology-based annotation approaches are proposed
[9]–[14]. Ontology is a formal and explicit specification of
knowledge domain, which consists of concepts, concept properties, and relationship between concepts [14]. Domain specific
linguistic ontology with multilingual lexicons and possibility of
cross document merging for multimedia retrieval was presented
in [9]. A hierarchy of ontologies [10] was defined to represent
the results of video segmentation. Concepts were represented in
keywords and mapped into an object ontology, a shot ontology
and a semantic ontology. The possibility of extending linguistic
ontologies with multimedia ontologies was proposed [11] to
support video understanding. Multimedia ontologies were
constructed by extracting text information and visual features
in the videos and manually assigning the extracted information
to concepts, properties, or relationships in the ontology [12].
A Visual Descriptors Ontology and a Multimedia Structure
Ontology based on MPEG-7 Visual Descriptors were used
together with domain ontology to support content annotation
[13]. An improvement of the approach in [13] was applied to
soccer video annotation [14]. Visual features were extracted
and used in the domain ontology and a clustering algorithm
was employed to extend the domain knowledge through visual
feature analysis.
B. Sports Video Event Detection and Summarization
Most of the related work on event detection and summarization in sports video is based on audio/visual/textual features directly extracted from video content itself. The basic idea of these
approaches is to use low-level or mid-level audio/visual/textual
features and rule-based or statistical learning algorithms to detect events and generate summaries in sports videos. These approaches can be further classified into single-modality based approach and multimodality based approach.
Single-modality based approaches only use single stream
(audio, visual, or textual modality) in sports video for event
detection and summarization.
Audio information is a significant component in sports video
and plays an important role in event detection. The specific
audio sounds in sports video have strong relationships to the actions of players, referees, commentators, and audience, which
can be used as reference cues for interesting sports events.
Miyauchi et al. [15] used audio energy and frequency spectrum
to detect semantic events from broadcast sports video. Sadlier
et al. [16] used audio amplitude to summarize the sports video.
Rui et al. [17] used audio features (MFCC, pitch, energy, etc.)
to identify environment noise, excited announcer’s speech and
ball hitting to extract highlights from TV baseball program.
Xiong et al. [18] used a common audio framework to detect
sports highlights for three different sports games. Otsuka et al.
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[19] used audio features to summarize broadcast videos and
applied it to a personal video recorder. Xu et al. [20] used audio
keywords which were trained from low-level audio features and
a hierarchical SVM to detect sports events. Wan and Xu [21]
used an audio feature calculated by a twice-iterated composite
Fourier transform on short-time windows to detect dominant
and excited commentator speech in sports video. The detected
dominant speech was used to generate highlights in sports
video.
Visual features are widely used in sports video analysis. A
number of approaches have been proposed for sports event detection and summarization using various visual features such as
color, texture, motion, shape, ball trajectory, etc. Gong et al. [22]
used visual features such as line mark, motion, and object, etc.
to detect events in soccer video. Pan et al. [23] used visual features and hidden Markov model to detect slow-motion replay in
sports video and used slow-motion replay segments to generate
sports highlights. Yu et al. [24] proposed a method to detect and
track ball trajectory in broadcast soccer video. The ball trajectory was used to detect some events which are difficult to be
detected by low-level features, such as ball touching and team
ball possession. Duan et al. [25] proposed a visual feature representation model for sports video and used this model combined
with supervised learning to perform a top-down semantic shot
classification. Those semantic shot classes were further considered as an important mid-level representation [8] to facilitate
high-level semantic analysis.
In sports video, the commonly used textual features are caption text overlaid on sports video. By using OCR technique [26],
the overlaid caption text can be converted into a textual format.
Zhang and Chang [27] detected events in baseball video based
on detected and recognized caption text. Assfalg et al. [28] identified highlights in sports video using caption text and other visual features.
The single modality based approaches have low computational load thus can achieve real-time performance in event detection, but the accuracy of event detection is low as broadcast
sports video is the integration of different multimodal information and only using single modality is not able to fully characterize the events in sports video. In order to improve the robustness of event detection, multimodality based approaches were
utilized for sports video analysis. Various approaches have been
proposed such as using audio/visual cues for tennis [29], soccer
[30] and basketball [31] event detection, and using audio/visual/textual cues for American football [32], baseball [33], and
basketball [34] video analysis.
Both single-modality based approaches and multimodality
based approaches are heavily replying on audio/visual/textual
features directly extracted from the video itself. Due to the
semantic gap between the richness of user semantics and
the simplicity of available low-level audio/visual features,
current user expectations still far exceed the intelligence of
today’s computing systems. That is, generic low-level content
metadata available from automated processing only deals with
representation of perceived content, but not the semantics
of it. Therefore, it is difficult to use existing approaches to
address following challenges: 1) ideal event detection and
annotation accuracy ( 100%); 2) extraction of the event se-
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mantics, e.g. who scores the goal and how the goal is scored
for a “goal” event in soccer video; 3) detection of the exact
event boundaries; 4) generation of personalized summary and
support of personalized retrieval; 5) a generic framework and
feature representation for different sports games; and 6) robust
performance with the increase of the test dataset.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND FRAMEWORK
Structure and event based annotation approaches heavily
rely on video content, which face the challenge to bridge
the gap between features directly extracted from the video
content and semantics which humans tend to use for querying
and browsing video database. Ontology based annotation
approaches rely on external knowledge. Since the external
knowledge is constructed beyond the video content, it usually
manually annotates the external knowledge to video content
and lacks of an automatic mechanism to semantically connect
external knowledge and video content. Therefore, it is desirable
to develop an automatic mechanism to semantically combine
the video content and external source for sports video annotation. On the other hand, different from traditional ontology
which is built independent of the video production, the external sources are preferred to be co-produced with the video
content together during the sports game broadcasting, that is,
the external sources should be available with the video content
simultaneously. Currently, there are two such kind of external
sources, closed caption and web-casting text, which can be
used for sports video semantic analysis.
Closed caption is a manually tagged transcript from speech
to text and is encoded into video signals. It can be used separately to identify semantic event segments in sports video [35]
or combined with other features (audio/visual) for sports video
semantic analysis [32], [36]. Since closed caption is a direct
transcript from speech to text, it contains a lot of information
irrelevant to the games and lacks of a well-defined structure. On
the other hand, currently closed caption is only available for certain sports videos and in certain countries.
In addition to closed caption, some researchers attempt to use
information in the web to assist sports video analysis. Xu and
Chua [37], [38] proposed an approach to utilize match report
and game log obtained from web to assist event detection in
soccer video. They used audio/visual features extracted from the
video itself to detect some events (e.g. goal), while for the events
which are very difficult or impossible to be detected using audio/
visual features, they used text from match report and game log to
detect such events. The text events and video events were fused
based on sports video structure using rule-based, aggregation
and Bayesian inference schemes. Since some events were still
detected using audio/visual features, the accuracy is much lower
than event detection using text and the proposed event detection
model is also difficult to be applied to other sports domains. Xu
et al. [39] proposed a live soccer event detection system using
web-casting text and broadcast video and conducted a live trial
on World-Cup 2006 games.
In this paper, we will address the challenges existing in the
previous approaches for semantic annotation, event detection
and personalized summarization of sports video by proposing a
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Fig. 1. Framework of proposed approach.

novel approach based on analysis and alignment of web-casting
text and broadcast sports video. The problem we want to address
in this paper can be formulated as follows: given a web-casting
text and a broadcast video of the same sports game, we will develop an algorithm to automatically synchronize web-casting
text and broadcast video at both temporal and semantic level
to achieve semantic annotation of broadcast video using webcasting text. Based on the annotated sports videos, we will develop a system to support personalized retrieval of sports videos.
Compared with previous approaches, the contributions of our
approach include the following.
1) We propose a generic framework by combining analysis
and alignment of web-casting text and broadcast sports
video for annotation, event detection, summarization and
personalized retrieval of sports games. Particularly, the incorporation of web-casting text significantly improves the
annotation and event detection accuracy and helps extract
event semantics.
2) We propose a generic visual feature representation
to model the event structure in different sports video
domains.
3) We propose a novel approach for game time recognition
from broadcast sports video, which enables the exact
matching between the time tag of an event in web-casting
text and the event moment in the broadcast video. The
previous methods [37], [38] assumed that the time tag of
an event in web-casting text corresponded to the video
time, which is not true in the broadcast video and will
cause bias for text/video alignment.

Fig. 2. Closed caption.

4) We propose a statistical model to align the web-casting
text and broadcast sports video to detect the exact event
boundaries in sports video.
5) We propose a personalized retrieval scheme to support
both general query and specific query according to user’s
preference related to particular game, event, player, or
team.
Fig. 1 illustrates the framework of our proposed approach.
In this framework, we apply text analysis to detect text events
of sports games from the web-casting text, video analysis
to extract generic features to model event structure in the
broadcast videos, and text/video alignment to detect event
boundaries in the videos. Then we use detected text events to
annotate related video events and generate indexed text event
corpus and video event corpus. Given a query represented by a
short sentence, we employ query analysis to extract keywords
from the query and match the keywords to the text event
corpus to generate a text summary for the query. A video
summary corresponding to the query can be also generated
based on the text summary.
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Fig. 3. Web-casting text webpage and ROIs. (a) Soccer and (b) basketball.

IV. SEMANTIC ANNOTATION OF SPORTS VIDEO
In order to achieve semantic annotation of sports video, we
first detect text event and extract event semantics from webcasting text; then we analyze video structure to model event
structure in the video, finally we detect event moment and event
boundary to semantically align text event and video event. The
technical details of text analysis, video analysis, and text/video
alignment are described in the following subsections.
A. Text Analysis
Incorporation of text into sports video analysis is able
to bridge the semantic gap between low-level audio/visual
features and high-level events and thus facilitates the sports
video semantic analysis. This motivates researchers to use text
information, such as caption text overlaid on the video and
closed caption, to assist sports video analysis. However, the
recognition of caption text overlaid on sports video using OCR
is not ideal due to the quality of the broadcast sports video.
Closed caption (Fig. 2) is a transcript from speech to text thus
contains a lot of information irrelevant to the games and lacks
of a well-defined structure. Closed caption is also only available
for certain sports videos and in certain countries.
Compared with the closed caption, web-casting text is another text source related to sports video and has following advantages. 1) It is available in many sports websites such as BBC1
and ESPN2 and can be easily accessed during or after the game.
2) The content of web-casting text is more focused on events
of sports games and has a well-defined structure. 3) Since webcasting text is a text counterpart of broadcast sports video, it includes detailed information of an event in sports games such as
time of the event moment, the development of the event, players
and team involved in the event, etc., which are very difficult
1http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport2/hi/football/teams/
2http://sports.espn.go.com/

to be obtained directly from the broadcast sports video. These
advantages of web-casting text motivate us to use it in our approach. Generally, the web-casting text can be classified into
two styles: professional style which is edited by sports professionals and has well-defined structure, and freestyle which is
edited by sports fans and may exhibit diverse structures. The
web-casting text can be presented in different languages. In this
paper, we focus on the English web-casting text with professional style. We will extend our approach to freestyle and nonEnglish web-casting text in future work. Web-casting text is presented as a webpage as illustrated in Fig. 3. The analysis of
web-casting text is discussed in the following subsections.
1) ROI Segmentation: We can see from Fig. 3 that the webcasting text webpage consists of different regions. Our interested regions include game summary region, team/player information region, game statistic region, and play-by-play region,
as illustrated in Fig. 3. We call these regions as regions of interest (ROIs). The first step for text analysis is to segment these
ROIs from the web-casting text webpage.
Since the web-casting text is available in HTML format, it
is able to use simple yet robust text-mining method to extract
different ROIs based on the unique features. For example, the
unique feature in “play-by-play” region is time tag of the event.
Fig. 4 illustrates examples of the “play-by-play” regions for
soccer game and basketball game, respectively. We can see that
there is a common unique feature (time tag) for both play-byplay regions, hence by searching for this unique feature from
HTML files, the “play-by-play” region can be extracted. Other
ROIs can be detected using similar way. The different ROIs and
their corresponding features are listed in Table I.
2) Keyword Identification: Event types of sports games can
be obtained from Sports Glossaries3. Since the web-casting text
is tagged by sports professionals and is well structured, this facilitates us to analyze the text to detect the events. It is observed
3http://www.firstbasesports.com/glossary.html
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TABLE II
KEYWORDS DEFINITION FOR SOCCER GAME

TABLE III
KEYWORDS DEFINITION FOR BASKETBALL GAME

Fig. 4. Examples of play-by play regions. (a) Soccer and (b) basketball.

TABLE I
DIFFERENT ROIS AND THEIR CORRESPONDING FEATURES

that each type of sports event features one or several unique
nouns. By using keyword matching technique to detect these
unique nouns, the relevant event can be recognized from the text.
Hence we first need to define the keywords related to the events.
Since different sports games have different events, the keywords
are different from different games. Since the web-casting text
covers all the meaningful events of the sports game and some of
the events (e.g. offside and substitution in soccer game, lost ball
and substitution in basketball) are very difficult or impossible
to be detected using audio/visual features only, we can select
our preferred events and define the keywords corresponding to
these events. As we mentioned, we can detect events from the
web-casting text that are difficult to be detected using audio/visual features only. The purpose to detect such events is to facilitate annotating the related events in the video and creating the
personalized summary. For example, if we want to generate a
summary related to David Beckham, the summary should contain all his actions in the game, such as goal, shot, sent off,
booked, offside, substitution in/out, etc.
In our implementation, we select ten events for soccer games
and ten events for basketball games. The selected events are
most interesting to users and the event set is extensible depending on users’ preferences. The selected events for soccer
and basketball and their related keywords are summarized in
Table II and Table III, respectively. Note that some events
correspond to multiple keywords, e.g. goal and scored for goal
event, dismissed and sent off for red card event. Compared with
soccer, there are too many ways resulting in scoring in a basketball game, thus we classify the scoring event into different

types, e.g. dunk, layup, shot, penalty, etc. (see Table III), which
are able to further highlight the way of how the goal is scored.
3) Text Event Detection: Based on the defined keywords,
we can detect the events from the play-by-play region in the
web-casting text webpage. In web-casting text, an event is described by one sentence or combination of several sentences.
The structures of these sentences are well defined, thus the intuitive way to detect events is to find the sentences including the
relevant keywords. However, matching keywords only may lead
to missed detection or false alarms of the event due to following
observations.
• An event may correspond to different keywords and each
keyword might have different appearance. For example,
in soccer game, goal event has two keywords: goal and
scored; and goal keyword might have different forms such
as “g-o-a-l,” “gooooaaaaal,” etc. Therefore, we should consider the stemming, phonic, and fuzzy options during the
keyword search. Stemming extends a search to cover grammatical variations on a word. For example, a search for
score will also find scores, scored, and scoring. Phonic
searching looks for a word that sounds like the word to be
searched and begins with the same letter. For example, a
phonic search for Smith will also find Smithe and Smythe.
Fuzzy searching finds a word even if it is misspelled. For
example, a fuzzy search for goal will also find g-o-a-l or
gooooaaaaal.
• A keyword in a phrase sometimes may refer to different
events. For example, “goal by a player” corresponds to a
goal event while “goal kick by a player” corresponds to a
different event. Hence if we use goal to detect goal event,
we should examine the context words before or after the
keyword “goal.”
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Fig. 5. Examples of shot class. (a) Far view; (b) medium view; and (c) close-up.

• Some keywords cannot guarantee the occurrence of the related event, which causes a false alarm. For example, in
basketball game, the keyword “jumper” corresponds to the
shot event if its previous verb is “makes” (e.g., Kobe Bryant
makes 20-ft jumper); while it will cause a false alarm for
the shot event if its previous verb is “misses” (e.g., Marcus
Camby misses 15-ft jumper). Therefore, we should search
both the keyword and the companying verbs to rectify this
problem.
In our text event detection method, we combine keywords
matching with stemming, phonic and fuzzy searching as well
as context nouns and verbs analysis to include all the events
and remove the false alarms. In addition to event type (what),
the information related to the event, such as time of the event
(when), player involved in the event (who), where the event occurs (where), and how the event is developed (how), can also be
extracted from the web-casting text. Two examples of event presentation of soccer and basketball games are listed as follows.
Example 1 (soccer): 79:19 Goal by Didier Drogba
(Chelsea) drilled left-footed from right side of six-yard
box (6 yards). Chelsea 4-1 Bayern Munich
Example 2 (basketball): 8:52 Kobe Bryant makes 17-foot
two point shot (Smush Parker assists). LA Lakers 9-11
Denver
The presentation style of the event for soccer and basketball
in web-casting text is slightly different, but the event and event
semantics can be easily extracted using our proposed approach
and represented using a common structure as follows.
by
of
at
e.g. Goal by Frank Lampard of Chelsea at 58:58 (soccer)
Slam dunk by Kobe Bryant of LA Lakers at 9:57 of the
2nd Quarter (basketball)
The player and team can be detected based on the event structure and verified by comparing with players/teams in the team/
player information region (Fig. 3) segmented from the webcasting text webpage. The time of the event can be detected from
the beginning of the event sentence and used to synchronize the
event moment in the broadcast video.

B. Video Analysis
Most existing approaches for sports video analysis are based
on low-level visual features and domain knowledge of sports
games. Such approaches may work well for certain sports game
but fail to come up with a generic framework for all sports games
due to the semantic gap between low-level features and high
level events as well as diverse domain knowledge in different
sports games. This motivates us to investigate generic features
which are suitable for different sports games.
Since our video analysis is based on broadcast sports video,
which is a post-edited video containing video seeds from multiple cameras and editing effects (e.g. replay) to highlight the
important events of the sports game, we can utilize the cinematic features related to broadcast production rules which are
common to different sports game broadcasting. In our approach,
we utilize shot boundary, shot class, and replay to model the
event structure of the broadcast sports video. These features are
domain independent and robust to different sports videos.
1) Shot Classification: Shot is a basic unit in broadcast sports
video and reflects the camera change and switch. In broadcast
sports video, the occurrence of events leads to different shot
transition patterns, hence understanding shot class is important
for sports video analysis. The first step for shot classification is
shot boundary detection which has been extensively studied. In
our approach we use M2-Edit Pro [40] to detect shot boundary.
Based on the video production rules [41], the shot can be classified into three classes: far view shot, medium view shot, and
close-up shot. These three basic shot classes relate to three different degrees of concentration and narrow an audience’s attention from the overall scene, through a group of people, to
the single individual. This rule also applies to broadcast sports
video. Fig. 5 illustrates examples of frames in far view shot,
medium view shot and close-up shot in a soccer video and a
basketball video, respectively.
In order to perform shot classification, we first classify each
frame within a shot into respective far, medium and close-up
view using color, edge, and motion features. Then we use a
simple weighted majority voting of frames within an identified
single shot boundary to perform shot class classification. More
details can be found in our previous work [42].
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Fig. 6. Overlaid video clock.

2) Replay Detection: Replays are post-edited effects to highlight the events in broadcast sports video, hence replay detection is important for event detection in sports video. Usually a
replay scene consists of several shots and special digital video
effects (SDVE) are inserted at the beginning and end of a replay scene. These SDVEs can be used as cues to identify the
replay scenes. To obtain robust and distinguishable representation of the SDVE, we labeled various SDVE segments from
broadcast sports videos as training data and utilize a spatial-temporal mode seeking algorithm [43] to capture dominant colors
that best describe the overall color appearance. Then we use a
sliding window to perform similarity matching within a window
over the whole video data.
Compared with the previous work [44], [45] which also tried
to detect the special shot transitions and SDVEs at the beginning
and end of a replay scene, our replay detection approach is based
on the spatial-temporal mode seeking in feature space from the
training data so that it does not rely on any robust shot boundary
detection of gradual transition, key frame extraction or complex
logo tracking. Thus our replay detection approach exhibits more
flexibility and generic properties.
3) Video Event Modeling: Different broadcast sports videos
usually have similar structure for an event due to the common
production rule in sports video broadcasting. When an event occurs, the broadcast director generates the related broadcast video
segment by smoothly concatenating the video feeds from different cameras and inserting the replays. A typical event structure in broadcast video can be represented as a temporal pattern.
Event with replay
far view shot, close-up shots, replay, close-up shots, far
view shot
Event without replay
far view shot, close-up shots/medium view shot, far view
shot
Thus we can use generic video features such as shot boundary,
shot class, and replay to model event structure in sports video.
An event can be modeled using a shot sequence as follows:
(1)
and
is the first and last shot in the event, respecwhere
in the event can be represented
tively. Each shot
as:
by a feature vector
(2)
and
,
denotes
,
whether the shot is included in a replay and
and
is the shot length.
The temporal event structure model can be used for event
boundary detection which will be discussed in the next
subsection.
where

denotes

the

shot

class

C. Text/Video Alignment
Since we are dealing with web-casting text from professional
websites and the text event has the exact time tag of when the
event occurs, the intuitive way to find the counterpart in the
video is to find the same time in the video and use this time
as an event moment. However, in broadcast sports video, the
start points of game time and video time are not synchronized
due to nongame scenes such as player introduction, ceremony,
half-time break before the game starting. Hence, we need to detect the exact game time in the video and then detect the exact
event boundary in the video based on the event moment.
1) Event Moment Detection: Event moment is defined as a
time point when an event exactly occurs. Event moment can
be obtained by the text event as explained in Section IV-A3. In
order to detect event moment in broadcast sports video, we proposed a robust approach [46] to detect and recognize the video
clock digit characters which exactly correspond to the game
time. In sports game broadcasting such as soccer and basketball
broadcasting, a video clock is used to indicate the game lapsed
time. Since the time tag in the text event is associated with the
game time, we can detect the exact event moment in broadcast
sports video based on text event time and video clock digit character recognition. The detected event moment is used as a reference point to further detect the exact start and end boundaries
of the event in sports video.
The proposed method is able to locate the video clock and
recognize the clock digit characters using a few techniques related to the transition patterns of the clock. The most critical
feature we use to locate the clock digits is a temporal neighboring pattern similarity (TNPS) measure. For the clock digits,
their TNPS changes periodically. This is a very unique feature
of the clock digits. With this feature, the clock digits are located
without recognizing all the text characters overlaid together with
the clock on the video, and the sample digit patterns are automatically extracted and labeled in real time. The clock digits are
recognized while the video is playing back without any offline
training. Compared with the traditional methods such as optical
character recognition (OCR), our approach is able to achieve the
real time performance and the result is more reliable due to the
reliable location of the clock digits in real time during the video
broadcasting.
a) Clock digits location: The digital clock is overlaid on
the video with other texts such as the team names and the scores
as shown in Fig. 6. In order to know the video clock time, we
need to recognize the digit characters on the clock. Although
existing OCR software performs well on clean and clear characters such as scanned documents, it faces challenges on text
captured by cameras [47]. Particularly, in our application, we
face the following challenges: 1) as shown in Fig. 6, the video
frames are blurred with low resolution; 2) we do not know how
the digits on the video clock look like until the video is broadcasted, the font, size, color and background of digits vary in
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different videos; 3) the clock may disappear for some time and
reappear again later; 4) the overlay of the clock background may
be transparent or semitransparent, this may cause the failure
of character segmentation; 5) the position of digit characters
may shift with time; and 6) we need lightweight algorithms
to realize real time processing. Based on above challenges, we
propose our own specific algorithms to tackle all the problems
rather than using existing OCR software. Our algorithm first locates the static overlaid region by static region detection. The
region of interest (ROI) for characters is then detected using
Connected Component Analysis. A normal method to locate the
clock digits is to recognize all the texts and then look for the pattern of “xx:xx”, which x is a numeric character. Such a method
is complicated because we have to train the algorithm to recognize all the alphanumeric characters. Another issue we must
notice is that the text characters may not be in the same font, size
and color with the numeric characters on the clock. Obviously
we cannot expect good reliability and accuracy by using such a
method. In our approach, we first locate the clock digits so that
only numeric characters on the video clock are required to be
recognized. These numeric characters are uniform in font, size
and color. Hence, the recognition accuracy is improved and the
whole recognition process is also simplified.
Since the clock digits are changing periodically, for each
character ROI, we observe its TNPS sequence, which is defined
as follows:
(3)

is the binarized image pixel value in position
where
, is the frame sequence number, is the character region,
represents the pattern change. If
and is XOR operation.
the pattern change is regular, the character is considered as a
clock digit character. For example, if the pattern changes once
per second, it should be the SECOND digit pattern. In this way,
the SECOND digit position is located. The positions of other
digits can be located referring to the SECOND digit position.
b) Clock digits recognition: After the clock digits are located, we observe the pattern change of the TEN-SECOND
digit using TNPS. At the time when the pattern change of the
TEN-SECOND digit happens, we extract the pattern of “0” from
the SECOND digit ROI. At the next second we extract the pattern of “1”, and next is the “2” and so on. Therefore, all the
numeric digits from 0 to 9 are extracted automatically. Since
the extracted digits may vary along time due to the low quality
of the video, we may extract a few patterns for the same digit
character. These sample digit patterns are used to recognize all
the four digits on the clock. Some of these sample digit patterns
are shown in Fig. 7.
After the templates for each digit character from “0” to “9”
are collected, for every frame of decoded images, every clock
digit is matched against the templates. The matching score of
numeric character is calculated as follows:

(4)

Fig. 7. Sample digit patterns.

Fig. 8. Regulation of recognition result in consecutive frames.

where

is the binarized image pixel value in position
for the
template of numeric character ,
is
the binarized image pixel value in position
for the digit
character to be recognized, and is the ROI of the digit char,
is the template for a flat region
acter. When
without any character.
When we recognize a digit character on the clock, we calculate the matching scores for consecutive 25 (frame rate) frames.
The possible 25 recognition results may be the same or two consecutive numeric characters. That is, there should be either one
result ( is a numeric characters from “0” to “9” or space) for
all the 25 frames, or the result for the first series of consecutive
. As
frames is and the next series of consecutive frames is
shown in Fig. 8, along the frame sequence axis, there is a change
point , before this point, the result is , after this point, it is
. If
or
, the recognition result
to
.
should be the same for frame
If it is the first case, the result does not change during the 25
(if the frame rate is 25) frames and the possible result will be
when
is the maximum.
is the sum of matching
scores for all the 25 frames
(5)
where
.
If it is the second case, the result changes during the 25 frames
and we have 25 possible sum of matching score

(6)
Considering all the possibilities, we look for the maximum value of
, where
. The corresponding is the final recognition result.
2) Event Boundary Detection: After we know the game time,
we can detect the event moment in the video by linking the time
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tag in the text event to the game time in the video. However,
an event should be a video segment which exhibits the whole
process of the event (e.g., how the event is developed, players
involved in the event, reaction of the players, coaches and audience to the event, etc.) rather than just a moment. Therefore,
only if we can detect the start and end boundaries of an event,
such an event is considered as a complete event. Existing automatic sports video event detection approaches only give a coarse
event boundary which usually has a big bias compared with the
event boundary generated by broadcast professionals. This is
again due to the semantic gap between low-level audio/visual
features and high-level events.
Our solution for event boundary detection is to model the temporal transition patterns of a video event to recognize the boundaries. As explained in Section IV-B3, certain temporal patterns
recur during the event portion of the sports video due to the existence of common broadcast video production rules. By modeling the transition patterns, the duration of event can be identified from the video.
We use a hidden Markov model (HMM) to model the temporal event structure and detect the event boundary for each
event type. We first train the HMMs using labeled video data to
obtain the parameters for each HMM. The features (described
in Section IV-B) used to train HMMs are same for all the event
types. After training, the HMMs can be used to detect the boundaries of different event types.
During the detection process, the shot containing the detected
event moment is used as a reference shot to obtain a search range
for event boundary detection. The search range is empirically set
to start from the first far view shot before the reference shot and
end at the first far view shot after the reference shot. The temporal transition patterns of an event would occur in this range.
We then use the trained HMM to calculate the probability scores
of all possible partitions (aligned with the shot boundary) within
the search range. The partition which generates the highest probability score is selected as the detected event candidate and the
event boundaries can be obtained from the boundaries of the first
and last shot in this event. The detail of using HMM to detect
the event boundary is described as follows.
For a detected event moment, assume the identified search
and ends at shot
where
and
range starts from shot
denote the first shot number and the last shot number in the
search range, respectively. The reference shot (containing the
event moment) number is denoted as . We can use a shot sequence containing the reference shot to represent the event temporal structure. This shot sequence should cover all possible
partitions containing the reference shot within the search range.
Thus event boundary detection can be converted to finding the
first and last shot in a partition which yields the highest probability score by the HMM. This can be formulated as follows.
where
,
Let
, and are the indices of the start/end and reference shot,
denotes an event starting from the ith shot
respectively,
shot,
and
and ending at the
are shot sequences before and after the reference
shot . Different and correspond to different partitions conand
taining the event moment in the search range. Let
denote the feature vector sequences extracted from
and
,

respectively. We can get a likelihood score
be the true event boundary by

of

to

(7)
where is the parameter set of the trained HMM for the stated
event. The optimal pair of and , denoted by and , can be
found by an exhaustive search within the search range
(8)
, the event start boundary can be
Based on the optimal
obtained from the start boundary of the
shot and event end
shot.
boundary can be found from the end boundary of the
Here we detect event moment and boundary based on professional web-casting text. In freestyle web-casting text, sometimes
the time tag is not well synchronized with the game time. Therefore, the detected event moment may have bias with the real event
moment.However,wecanstillapplyourproposedeventboundary
detection approach for freestyle web-casting text. Since we only
use event moment as a reference point to define a search range
for event boundary detection, by enlarging the search range for
freestyle web-casting text we can detect the event boundary
based on event structure models trained by HMMs.
D. Video Annotation and Indexing
The detected text events and semantics of a sports game can
be used to annotate the related events in the video and generate
a text summary for the sports game. For each game, we annotate the video in two levels. The first level annotation exhibits an
overall game summary including game name, date, place, teams,
number of audience, scores, etc. All the information can be extracted from the web-casting text. The second level annotates
each event in the video using text semantics extracted from the
text event and video boundaries obtained from text/video alignment using following annotation structure:
by
of
at
Priority is used to rank the importance of the event. We use
three priority scores to rank the events of the game. The highest
score 1) represents the most important events such as goal,
penalty, near missing shot, etc. in a soccer game. The middle
score 2) represents the less important events such as shot, free
kick and corner kick resulting in shot, foul resulted in red and
yellow card, etc. in a soccer game. The lowest score 3) represents other events. The use of priority score is able to generate
a summary if users put forward a general query, for example,
“Show me 2/5/10 most interesting minutes of a game.” The
examples of the first level and second level annotation are
illustrated in Fig. 9.
A text summary of a sports game is generated by concatenating the overall game summary and all text events. All the
text summaries construct a text corpus for all sports games. This
text corpus can be indexed based on teams, players or particular
events. All the text events are linked to the related video events
with the exact event start and end boundaries in the video. The
text corpus will be used to match the users’ queries to generate
text and video summaries related to the users’ queries.
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Fig. 9. Examples of annotation in sports video. (a) First level annotation. (b) Second level annotation.

V. PERSONALIZED VIDEO RETRIEVAL
After we obtain the semantic annotation of sports videos,
we can provide a platform to support personalized retrieval of
sports videos based on the queries provided by the users. Here
the “personalized retrieval” is different from the state-of-the-art
“personalization” service which aims to create personalized
content according to automatically acquired users’ profiles,
interests, logs or behaviors. Our purpose is to enable users to
automatically generate sports video summaries based on their
own queries related to certain event, player or team. This is
to complement the current sports video summary generation
mode which is a one-to-many mode without considering users’
preferences. In our work, the queries provided by users are
treated as users’ preferences.
The related work on personalized video retrieval is mainly
focusing on news and sports domains. In TRECVID benchmark,4 there is a search task to retrieve the related shots from
large news video corpus based on the query and various approaches using a combination of automatic speech, image and
video analysis and information retrieval technologies have been
proposed [48]. Beyond shot level, more precise story-level summaries are provided to the users by applying question answering
techniques [49] to support personalized news video retrieval. In
sports videos, personalized summaries are generated based on
the metadata obtained from domain ontology [14] and closed
caption [50]. In this paper, we conduct personalized retrieval for
sports videos based on the semantic annotation of video events
using web-casting text. The users can use various queries based
on their preference to search the related events in the video database. The video summaries related to users’ queries are automatically generated and returned to the users.
A. Query Analysis
The query can be represented using a short sentence, e.g.
goals scored by Ronaldo in World-Cup 2006. For each query,
we need to extract the keywords to infer the intents of the users.
In our approach, the query is modeled as
(9)
4http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/trecvid

TABLE IV
QUERY EXAMPLES AND EXTRACTED KEYWORDS AND CLASS

where Keywords:= name entities and Class:= general; specific;
players; teams; events; games.
We use name entity recognition software5 to extract the keywords and use extracted keywords to determine the query class.
Name entities refer to noun phrases that represent Person, Event,
Game, and Team etc. In our approach, we classify queries into
two major classes: general query and specific query. General
query is related to the general highlight of a game, e.g. 10 most
interesting minutes of the game between France and Italy in
World-Cup 2006. Specific query is related to particular player,
team, event or game, e.g. all the goals scored by Ronaldo in
World-Cup 2002 and World-Cup 2006. Some examples of query
keywords and class are given in Table IV.
Since we have established a text corpus which contains all
the events and their semantics extracted from web-casting text,
the extracted query keywords can be used to match with the text
corpus to detect the related text events.
B. Text Retrieval and Summarization
The text corpus can be indexed based on game, team, player
and event. Given the keywords extracted from the queries, we
5http://www.alias-i.com/lingpipe
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Fig. 10. Examples of text summaries. (a) Summary for a general query. (b) Summary for a specific query.

can use simple keywords matching to retrieve the related events
in the text corpus. For the general query, we search related events
based on the priority of the events. We select the events from
the highest priority and calculate the video time based on the
start and end video frame number to generate a summary for
the general query. For the specific query, we select the related
events by matching the query keywords to text corpus.
Our approach allows users to generate personalized summary
based on their own preferences. Two examples of generated text
summaries based on a general query (5 most interesting minutes of Zinedine Zidane in World-Cup 2006 Final) and a specific
query (all the goals scored by Ronaldo in World-Cup 2006) are
illustrated in Fig. 10.
C. Video Summarization
Since each event in the text summary indicates the start and
end frame number corresponding to the related video event, the
video summary can be created based on the generated text summary. To give a better presentation of the video summary to the
users, we add additional frames at the start of the video and between each event segment of the video. The frames added at the
start of video give an overall description of the summary, while
the frames added between each event segment illustrate the details of theses events. This will enrich the video summary and
exhibit more semantics of the video summary. This is different
from existing automatic summarization approaches where the
generated summaries of sports video are only based on games
and the audience can only passively watch the summaries. Our
approach allows the users to generate personalized summaries
based on their own preferences either from generic point of
view (e.g., 5 most interesting minutes of the game Chelsea vs.
Manchester United in EPL2005 2006) or from specific point
of view (e.g., all the goals scored by Frank Lampard in EPL
2005 2006). This will change the video consumption mode of
the users from passively watching to actively engaging.
VI. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION
We conduct our experiment on 137 hours of broadcast soccer
videos including 7 World-Cup 2002 games, four Euro-Cup 2004
games, four UEFA 2005 games, 6 EPL 05/06 games and 64
World-Cup 2006 games and 30 hours of broadcast basketball

videos including 16 NBA 2005 2006 games (Western Conference Final, Eastern Conference Final, Final). These videos
are digitized using the Hauppauge WinTV-USB card. The correspondent web-casting texts are obtained from BBC and ESPN
website for soccer and ESPN website for basketball.
A. Text Event Detection
The web-casting texts of soccer and basketball games obtained from BBC and ESPN website are used for text event detection. We detect ten soccer events and ten basketball events
defined in Table II and Table III from all the games based on
keywords matching and context analysis.
The precisions and recalls of all the events except precision
of the shot event for soccer (97.1%) achieve 100%. For the shot
event in a soccer game, we also use header as a keyword to detect the shot, but sometimes header corresponds to nonshot event
such as cross or assist. This is the reason why the precision of
shot detection cannot achieve 100%. Compared with the event
detection only using audio/visual features, incorporating text
into event detection significantly improves the event detection
result due to the well-defined syntax structure of web-casting
text which greatly facilities the keyword matching operation.
B. Shot Classification and Replay Detection
Since the ground truth of shot classes and replays has to be
manually labeled, it is a time consuming task if we labeled all the
videos. Since our purpose is to detect event and event boundary
using shot classes and replays as visual features, here we only
labeled part of games to demonstrate the performance of our
shot classification and replay detection approaches.
We use two World-Cup 2002 games, two Euro-Cup 2004
games, two EPL 05/06 games, two World-Cup 2006 games and
two NBA 2005–2006 games to train our shot classification and
replay detection modules. The test is conducted on four UEFA
games, two EPL games, four World-Cup 2006 games and one
NBA game. The results for soccer and basketball are listed in
Table V and Table VI, respectively.
For shot classification, the errors of medium view and close-up
shot classification in soccer video mainly come from the game
noise such as unbalanced luminance, shadow, caption, etc. The
shot classification task is generally more difficult in basketball
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TABLE V
VISUAL FEATURE EXTRACTION RESULT FOR SOCCER

TABLE VII
HMM STRUCTURE FOR SOCCER EVENTS

TABLE VI
VISUAL FEATURE EXTRACTION RESULT FOR BASKETBALL

TABLE VIII
HMM STRUCTURE FOR BASKETBALL EVENTS

than in soccer game because the basketball playground is usually
patterned and the camera converge is smaller, while the soccer
pitch is normally dominated by green color. In addition, the
basketball video is full of gray color (e.g. the audience, the roof),
which might lead to incorrect dominant color detection. To
successfully find the playground area for shot classification, we
empirically set the dominant color to be nongray for basketball.
Similar to soccer, the medium view shot and close-up shot are
sometimes misclassified due to the game noise.
For replay detection, since all the replays in both soccer and
basketball videos contain SDEVs, our replay detection achieves
very high accuracy.

TABLE IX
EVENT BOUNDARY DETECTION FOR SOCCER

TABLE X
EVENT BOUNDARY DETECTION FOR BASKETBALL

C. Event Boundary Detection
HMM Training: Compared with the soccer game, a basketball game contains too many events which frequently occur almost cross the entire game. Therefore, in our experiment, we detect all the soccer events while only select five basketball events
(dunk, block, shot, layup and rebound) which are considered as
the most exciting events in the basketball game based on our user
study. Since different events present different temporal patterns,
we train ten HMMs for the ten soccer events defined in Table II
and five HMMs for the five basketball events (dunk, block, shot,
layup and rebound). The training set includes two World-Cup
2002 games, two Euro-Cup 2004 games, two EPL games, and
two UEFA games for soccer and two NBA 2005–2006 games for
basketball. We manually labeled the events and event boundaries
of all event types included in the training set. In our implementation, we also empirically find the suitable HMM structure for
each event type including the number of states in each HMM and
the number of Gaussian mixtures (GMs) for each state. Table VII
and Table VIII list the structure of each HMM which results in
the best performance based on our training data for soccer and
basketball, respectively. After training, the HMM structure and
correspondent parameter set for each event type will be used for
event boundary detection.
Event Boundary Detection: We use boundary detection accuracy (BDA) to evaluate the detected event boundaries in the
test video set. BDA is defined as follows:
(10)

where
and
are automatically detected start and end event
and
are manually labeled start
boundaries, respectively,
and end event boundaries, respectively, is a weight and set to
0.5 in our experiment.
The test dataset includes 64 World-Cup 2006 games for
soccer and 14 NBA games for basketball. We first detect the
event moment in the video and then detect event boundary using
the method described in Section IV-C. The BDA correspondent
to different events for soccer and basketball is illustrated in
Table IX and Table X, respectively.
It can be seen from Table IX that the performance of BDA
varies significantly for different events. Based on our observation and validation, this can be explained as follows:
1) Some events do not have distinguishing temporal patterns
for event boundary modeling. For example, the BDA performance for “Red card” event is higher than “Free kick” event
as the former presents a rather constant pattern, i.e. far view—
medium/close-up view—replay—medium/close-up view—far
view, while the shot transition during a “Free kick” event is very
dynamic. 2) The manually labeled event boundaries are subjective. For some events such as “Goal,” the boundaries are labeled
following the event temporal transition patterns, but for some
events such as “Foul” the boundaries only cover the reference
shot even there is a temporal transition pattern for such events.
In our approach, we strictly follow the event temporal transition
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pattern to detect boundaries of all the events which may create
bias compared with the manually labeled boundaries for some
events. However, we found that all detected event boundaries
covered the correspondent event boundaries manually labeled
though the length of some events detected using our approach
is longer than the length of those generated manually.
It can be seen from Table X that the event boundary detection result for basketball video is poorer compared with BDA
in soccer video. We further investigate this and have following
observations: 1) The replays of the events (e.g. slam dunk) in
basketball games are usually launched during a break (e.g. foul,
timeout, etc.), which is different from soccer games that most
replays are launched immediately after the events. Since our
event boundary detection module will rely on replay to model
event structure and identify event boundary, the late launched
replay will lead to some nonevent portions included in our detected events and creates low BDA compared with the manually
labeled events which the replays will be thrown away if they
are not launched immediately after the events. 2) The basketball
game is generally faster and the game pause is mostly coming
from timeout/foul rather than the event, thus the temporal patterns from basketball video are less distinguishing, which will
also lead to the poor performance of event boundary detection
in basketball video. 3) The overall BDA for basketball events is
not high, but most of our detected event boundaries cover the
manually labeled event boundaries and the bias is mainly due to
the no-event portions included in our detected events.

TABLE XI
GENERATED QUERY LIST

TABLE XII
USER EVALUATION OF PERSONALIZED RETRIEVAL

D. Evaluation on Personalized Retrieval
To evaluate the performance of the personalized retrieval, we
use annotated 64 World-Cup 2006 soccer games and 14 NBA
basketball games for the evaluation. We invite 20 subjects (16
males and four females) to participate in the evaluation. They
are postgraduate students and research staff aging from 25 to 42.
They are all sports fans and have certain knowledge on soccer
and basketball games. Before evaluation, we asked each subject
to generate two queries (one general and one specific) in terms
of his/her own preference. We consolidate the generated queries
by removing those duplicated and similar ones to come up with
15 queries (five general, ten specific) for the evaluation. The list
of queries is given in Table XI.
The related video summaries corresponding to the queries
are generated using our system. We ask the subjects to evaluate
the generated video summaries using three attributes: completeness, smoothness, and acceptance. Completeness is to measure
whether the generated summary contains all the events related
to the query. Smoothness is to measure whether the generated
video summary is smooth from the user’s point of view. Acceptance is to measure how much the generated video summary is
accepted.
Each subject will watch the generated video summaries and
give the scores of completeness and smoothness according to a
1 5 scale with 5 corresponding to strongly accept, 4 accept,
3 marginally accept, 2 reject and 1 strongly reject. To make a
comparison, we also manually generate the video summaries
corresponding to the automatically generated summaries. The
subjects will compare the manually generated summaries with
those automatically generated and give scores on acceptance.

We have specifically asked the subjects to rate the first two attributes prior to watching the manually generated summaries to
remove potential bias. The average scores from all subjects are
given in Table XII.
The completeness score for specific queries is fairly satisfied which indicates that the automatically generated video summaries contain the events related to the queries. For general
queries, since the events in the summaries are selected strictly
based on the event priorities, some events with relatively low
priorities may not be included in the summaries while some
users are interested in such events. For example, the generated
summary corresponding to the general query (1) in Table XI
contains the goal events which have the highest priority, but
some users think that the red card given to Zinedine Zidane is
also an interesting event and should be included in the summary.
One way to solve this is to give a longer period of the summary
so that more events can be included in the summary.
The smoothness score is relatively satisfied as the event
boundaries in the summary are automatically detected shot
boundaries based on the detected event moment and event
model (see Section IV-C). Additional text frames are also
inserted into the summary to illustrate the semantics of the
events. The errors mainly come from the incorrect boundary
detection of some gradual shot changes which occupy less than
5% of all the shots in our experiment.
The acceptance score is relatively low due to two reasons:
1) The number of shots contained in each event automatically
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detected is usually more than that in the event manually labeled,
while most users prefer to concise and compact structure for an
event. 2) The accumulated errors from visual feature extraction
(shot classification and replay detection) and event boundary
detection result in some related shots missed while unrelated
shots included. However, since all automatically detected event
boundaries cover the correspondent event boundaries manually
labeled though the length of some events automatically detected
is longer than the length of those manually labeled, the generated summary is overall accepted by the users.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a generic framework for semantic annotation, indexing and retrieval of sports games based on web- casting
text and broadcast sports video. Within this framework, we have
proposed novel approaches for text analysis, video analysis, text/
video alignment and personalized retrieval. Experimental results
and evaluation on a large scale of soccer and basketball games
are promising and validate the proposed framework.
Since the proposed framework used generic features and
models for text analysis, video analysis and text/video alignment, it can be applied to other sports games as well. The
web-casting texts for other sports games, such as American
football, baseball, hockey, etc., can be accessed from ESPN
website.6 As long as we obtain the videos related to these
web-casting texts, we can apply proposed framework to these
sports domains.
We believe the incorporation of web-casting text into sports
video analysis, which combines the complementary strength of
low-level features and high level semantics, will open up a new
possibility for sports video semantic annotation and personalized retrieval and create a new business model for professional
and consumer services.
In the future, we will improve our current work along several aspects. 1) We will explore the web-casting text sources
with freestyle editing and with non-English languages and investigate more advanced text mining approaches to deal with
web-casting text. 2) We will investigate more robust approaches
on event boundary detection. 3) We will investigate more advanced query analysis approaches to handle more complicated
queries. 4) We will explore more sports domains to test our
approach.
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